Convergent Computing Services Offering
-

Azure Windows Virtual Desktop Engagement
Remote Work from Home / Remote App Experience
Varying Options: Planning through Deployment

Key Services Benefits
Leveraging the latest in
services and
technologies for a
cloud-based remote
desktop environment
Deploy in Days, and
Scale-up / Scale-back
based on business
needs

Leverage the Latest in
Marketplace Best
Practices and Lessons
Learned

Leverage Globally
Recognized Industry
Expert Knowledge

For more details or to
schedule this service
offering, contact CCO’s VP
of Professional Services:
•
•
•

Rich Dorfman
rich@cco.com
(925) 949-0401

Experiencing Microsoft Azure Windows Virtual
Desktop (WVD) Cloud-based Endpoints
For organizations that are looking for a virtual desktop and/or remote application
experience for their work from home and mobile users, Microsoft’s Azure Windows
Virtual Desktop (WVD) provides apps and full desktops to hundreds and thousands of
users in a matter of days with NO purchase of servers, software, or company-owned
datacenters. Convergent Computing (CCO) has created a specific service offering to
accelerate an organization’s experience and adoption of WVD.
CCO has been working with Windows Virtual Desktop for years from early adopter
experiences through real world deployments serving thousands of work from home
users in less than a week from engagement date. Having been Microsoft’s Global
Partner of the Year on Azure and Hybrid cloud, CCO has deep expertise in deploying
Azure services, cross-integrating organization’s existing Office 365 environments
with Microsoft Azure, and providing hands-on knowledge transfer experience to I.T.
personnel throughout the process. The following are service offerings intended to
help organizations get expert assistance in the WVD experience.

Overall Planning and Deployment Experience
WVD Deployment Experience
This is a 5-day (US$10,000) offering
a) Starts with a half-day Windows
Virtual Desktop planning
conversation to confirm goals, apps,
needs, and expectations
b) Includes 2-days of WVD Readiness
Assistance – Integrating with Office
365 logons, MFA, WVD Apps, User
Access
c) Up to 2-days of WVD lab and/or
production deployment of WVD
d) Knowledge transfer and best
practices assistance

WVD Deployment Experience (lite)
This is a shorter 2-½ day (US$5,000) offering

a) Starts with a half-day Windows
Virtual Desktop planning
conversation to confirm goals, apps,
needs, and expectations
b) Includes 1-day of WVD Readiness
Assistance – Integrating with Office
365 logons, MFA, WVD Apps, User
Access
c) Up to 1-day of WVD lab and/or
production deployment of WVD
d) Knowledge transfer and best
practices assistance

From these Windows Virtual Desktop (WVD) Deployment Experiences, CCO can
typically get the organization a good experience with the WVD platform. Additional
assistance may be needed for complex application configurations, broad scale
deployment, complex security policy configuration, and detailed documentation.
The time available through this engagement will be prioritized and agreed to in step
a) of the planning process to get the most use out of the time available.

